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Abstract-we show that the norm of the powers of a matrix with unit spectral radius which is 
not of bounded type grows as O(np-‘), where p is the order of the largest nonlinear divisor of the 
matrix associated with a unit eigenvalue. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We say that a square matrix is of bounded type if its spectral radius is unity and all eigenvalues 
with unit modulus are simple. If A is such a matrix, then all solutions of 
are bounded in norm. The solution of this system is 
X n = AnxO, 0.1) 
and the fact that llxnll is bounded implies that IIA”II is oun e as well. Now suppose that the b d d 
spectral radius of A, is unity but not all eigenvalues with unit modulus are simple. Then (1.1) 
will have unbounded solutions and l\A” 1) will b e unbounded. We will give an asymptotic estimate 
of the order of growth of llAnll for th is case (this result is used in [l]; see also [2]). 
2. THE PROOF 
THEOREM. Suppose that A is a square matrix with p(A) = 1 but is not of bounded type. Let 
the order of the largest nonlinear elementary divisor of A be p. Then JJA” )I = O(nP-l). 
PROOF. Let 
A=R-l. J.R 
be the Jordan decomposition of A. Then 
IjA”II = [(R-l. Jn. R[I 
5 IIRII IF-‘II IIJ% 
and so we need only show that ((J” (( is O(nP-’ ). We will use the infinity norm (maximum row 
sum) to establish this result. Now 
J = diag (Jl(Xl), . . . , Jq(&)) 
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and hence, 
J” =diag (&(X;),...,J,(AF)), 
where each J is a Jordan block. Let Xl,. . . , A, be the eigenvalues of unit modulus, so that 
]X,.+r], . . . , IX,] are each less than unity. Then Jr+l(Xr+l), . . . , J,(X,) have spectral radii less 
than unity, and so the elements of J,.+l(Xy+l), . . . , Jq(Xt) can be made as small as we like by 
taking n sufficiently large. Hence, they can be ignored for the purposes of calculating I] J” Ilo (in 
the limit). 
Now consider JI (XI), . . . , J, (X,) , each of which is a Jordan block of order at most p associated 
with an eigenvalue of unit modulus. (As A is assumed to be not of bounded type, p 2 2.) Choose 
a typical such matrix, say M(X) of order s 5 p. As per [3, p. 5821 (see also [4, p. 236]), the first 
row of M”(X) is 
(( !)A” (;)w.. ( sll)x”-~+l) 
and the second row is 
(2.1) 
(o( an>P (; p-1... ( S:2)Xn--bt2) 
and so on, down to the final row 
(0 0 o...( ;)A,). 
Hence, the maximum row sum is (from (2.1)) 
(:)+( ;)+**.+( ,:1)9 
since X has unit modulus. That is, 
1 + n + f (n(n - 1)) +. . + + & [n(n - 1). . . (n - s + 2)] = & + lower order terms, 
which is O(ns-‘) ( recall that s is fixed). Since the maximum row sum of any Ji(Xi) grows as n 
raised to one less than its order for i = 1, . . . T, and the largest such order is p, it follows that the 
maximum row sum from these submatrices is of order n P-l. Since the remaining submatrices 
(for i = r + 1,. . . , q) can be neglected for large n, we conclude that 
]]An]loo = O(np-‘), 
and by the equivalence of matrix norms [5, p. 3531, we have that 
IIA”II = O(nPel) 
for any matrix norm. 
3. DISCUSSION 
Setting p = 1 in the result gives 
IjAnll = O(d-‘), 
= O(l), 
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which is correct (in this case A is of bounded type). We also note that the argument in the 
section above shows that the result is tight, that is, if p is as in the theorem, then 
IIA”II = O(nP-') 
but 
forq=l,...,p-2. 
IP”Il f oh4 
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